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STAGE 83 PARTS STAGE 84 PARTS

83A

83B

83C

83D

BMAM FM

PART NUMBER

83A

83B

83C

83D

AM

BM

FM

PART NAME

Lower skeleton 7

Ventral phaser array

LED bracket

Deck panel lights

1.7x4mm screw

2x4mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

2

2

3+1 spare

8+2 spare

4+1 spare

84A 84B 84C

84D

84G

84H

84I

FM

BP

84E 84F

PART NUMBER

84A

84B

84C

84D

84E

84F

84G

84H

84I

FM

BP

PART NAME

Deck panel L2-03

Reflector panel L2-03-A1

Reflector panel L2-03-A

Dark window

Clear window

Battle section middle reflector left

Battle section middle lights

Deck panel lights i

Deck panel lights ii

2.3x4mm screw

1.7x3mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

1

10

15

1

1

2

1

3+1 spare

13+2 spare
Note: keep the ventral phaser array (83B) in a safe  

place until it is needed at a later stage of the assembly.
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STAGE 85 PARTS STAGE 86 PARTS

PART NUMBER

85A

85B

85C

85D

85E

85F

AM

FM

IM

PART NUMBER

86A

86B

86C

86D

86E

86F

86G

86H

AM

FM

IM

BP

DP

CP

PART NAME

Deck panel L3-06

Outer panel L4-06

Escape pod cover bracket L3-06-07

Escape pod cover

Escape pod screw cover

Battle section middle window right

1.7x4mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

1.7x2.5x5mm screw

PART NAME

Deck panel L3-05

Outer panel L4-04

Escape pod cover bracket L3-05

Escape pod cover

Escape pod screw cover

Navigation light lens

Battle section middle reflector right

Battle section middle lights

1.7x4mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

1.7x2.5x5mm screw

1.7x3mm screw

2.3x4mm screw

2x4mm screw

QUANTITY

1

1

1

10

1

1

2+1 spare

2+1 spare

2+1 spare

QUANTITY

1

1

1

9

1

1

1

1

2+1 spare

6+2 spare

2+1 spare

6+2 spare

10+2 spare

4+1 spare

85A 86A 86B

86D 86E 86F

86G

86H

AM FM IM

BP DP CP

86C

85B

85D 85E

85F

FMAM IM

85C
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Build up your lower saucer structure with another large  
skeleton piece and two more deck panel lights.

STAGE 83 ASSEMBLY

WORKING WITH THE DECK PANEL LIGHTS

STEP 

A First, take both deck panel lights  
(83D) and carefully bend their  
rubber bulb casings as shown. 

Finally, plug the deck panel light (83D) into a “B” socket 
on saucer PCB 2 (45C) as shown, carefully moving any 
other cables out of the way in order to access the socket.

K E Y

RED is used for screws, arrows, and connection points.

YELLOW is for the new part(s) in each step.

GRAY shows the assembly so far.

BLUE shows illuminated parts.

Now retrieve your main saucer build and fit the first deck 
panel light (83D) on to lower skeleton 4 (57A) as shown, 
using one LED bracket (83C) and an AM screw. 

90º 90º

83D

83D

83D

45C
57A

AM

83C

83D



STEP 

B

INSTALLING LOWER SKELETON 7

Then, secure lower skeleton 7 (83A) to the larger structure using eight BM screws, four FM screws and one AM screw. 

6

Take lower skeleton 7 (83A) and fit the other 
deck panel light (83D) as shown, using one 

LED bracket (83C) and an AM screw. 

Locate the formation light LED (58E) on the 
main saucer assembly and tuck it under the 
edge of lower skeleton 3 (71A) as shown. 
Then position lower skeleton 7 (83A) on the 
assembly, sliding its bottom-left corner under 
lower skeleton 3 and over the formation light. 
Take care not to trap this or any other cables.

AM

83D

83A

83A

BM
BM

BM

BM

FM

FM

83A

FM

FMAM

BM
BM

BMBM

71A

58E

83C



STEP 

C

LIGHTING UP LOWER SKELETON 7

Thread the panel light fitted in step B (83D) through the skeleton as shown and plug it into a “B” socket on saucer PCB 2 (45C). 

Turn the saucer switch to the “ON” position to check that all lights used in this stage are working. This completes stage 83.

7

83A

83D

83D

83D

45C

71A

58E
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Add two further deck panels to the lower saucer, then illuminate  
a bank of windows in the middle of the battle section.

STAGE 84 ASSEMBLY

ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL L2-03

STEP 

A

8

Take deck panel L2-03 (84A) and fit 13 clear windows (84E) and 
10 dark windows (84D) as shown. The long lip of each window 
should be furthest from the narrow end of the deck panel. 

Cover the windows with reflector panel L2-03-A1 (84B) and 
reflector panel L2-03-A (84C) as shown, then slot two sets of  
deck panel lights i (84H) into the recesses on the wider edge  
of both. Secure the assembly with seven BP screws and then  
bend the bulb casings away from the deck panel as shown. 

84A

84A

BP

84B

84C84H

84H

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

84D 84D
84D

84D

84D
84D

84D
84D

84D

84D

84E

84E
84E 84E 84E

84E

84E84E

84E
84E

84E

84E

84E

90º

90º

90º

90º
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STEP 

B

PLUGGING IN DECK PANEL L2-03

Take your main saucer assembly and thread deck panel lights ii (84I) through the skeletal structure as shown. Then plug them 
into an “A” socket on saucer PCB 3 (57B). The bulbs will be fitted to the deck panel later in step C of this assembly stage. 

Now take your deck 
panel assembly from 
step A and thread its 
cables (84H) through 
the skeleton as shown, 
and then plug them  
into two more “A” 
sockets on saucer  
PCB 3 (57B). 

84B

84C

84I

84H

84H

57B

57B

83A

83A

71A



FITTING A PAIR OF DECK PANELS

STEP 

C

10

Retrieve your deck panel 
assembly from stage 82 
and slot the bottom of deck 
panel L1-03 (82A) into the 
top of deck panel L2-03 
(84A). At the same time,  
fit both bulbs from deck 
panel lights ii (84I, fitted  
in step B) into the slots  
in the top of reflector 
panels L2-03-A1 (84B)  
and L2-03-A (84C).

Hold the parts together as you align them with the  
tabs on deck panels L1-04 (72A) and L2-04 (73A). 
Make sure that none of the deck panel lights are 
trapped as you press the panels into position on  
the skeleton. Then, when you are happy with their 
placement, secure them with three FM screws.

Now flick the saucer switch to the “ON” position to test that 
all the lights you have fitted so far in this stage are working.

84C

82A

82A

84A
72A

73A

FM

FM

FM

84B
84I



STEP 

D

73A

11

LIGHTING UP A BANK OF BATTLE SECTION WINDOWS

Take your battle section middle  
panel assembly (last used in stage  
82) and cover the previously installed 
windows with battle section middle 
reflector left (84F). Slot both bulbs  
from the battle section middle lights 
(84G) into the reflector as shown  
and secure it with six BP screws. 

Test that the lights  
are working correctly  
by briefly plugging  
them into a vacant 
“A” socket on saucer  
PCB 3 (57B) and 
flipping the saucer 
switch to the “ON” 
position. Stage 84  
is now complete.

BP
BP

BP

BP

84F84G

80F

80F
57B

84G

BP

BP
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ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL L3-06

STEP 

A

12

STAGE 85 ASSEMBLY

Complete another section of the saucer rim, before adding  
more windows to your battle section middle assembly.  

Start by taking deck panel L3-06 (85A) and fitting 10 escape 
pod covers (85D) into the cavities. Orient each one so that its 
red line is furthest from the narrow end of the deck panel. 

Place escape pod cover bracket L3-06-07 (85C) over 
the escape pod covers, securing with two AM screws. 
Then position outer panel L4-06 (85B) along the edge 
of the deck panel and secure with two IM screws.

85A

85D

85D85D 85D 85D85D

85D 85D 85D85D

85B

85C

IM

IM

AM

AM



FITTING DECK PANEL L3-06

STEP 

B

STEP 

C

FITTING A BANK OF BATTLE SECTION WINDOWS

Place the deck panel assembly on the edge of the lower saucer 
as shown, so that it overlaps the corresponding deck panel on 
the upper saucer. Then secure the assembly with two FM screws. 

Return to your battle section middle 
panel assembly. Take the battle section 
middle windows right (85F) and line it 
up with the battle section middle panel 
(80F) as shown. Then carefully press  
it into position (it will be secured later 
on). This completes stage 85.

When you are happy with the placement of 
the panel, push the escape pod screw cover 
(85E) into position to hide the exposed screw.
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85B

85F

80F

85A

84A 85E

FM

FM
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ASSEMBLING DECK PANEL L3-05

STEP 

A

Combine three large builds to create the iconic shape of the battle section,  
after fitting a saucer deck panel and a working navigation light.

STAGE 86 ASSEMBLY

14

Take deck panel L3-05 (86A) and fit eight escape pod 
covers (86D) into the cavities. Orient each one so that its 
red line is furthest from the narrow end of the deck panel. 

Place escape pod cover bracket L3-05 (86C) over the 
escape pod covers and secure it with two AM screws. 
Then position outer panel L4-04 (86B) along the edge 
of the deck panel and secure this with two IM screws.86A

86D

86B

86C

IM

IMAM

AM

86D

86D86D86D 86D

86D86D



FITTING THE STARBOARD NAVIGATION LIGHT LENS

STEP 

B

STEP 

C

FITTING DECK PANEL L3-05

15

Take the green navigation light  
lens (86F) and place it over  
the formation light LED (58E)  
located on the starboard  
side of the saucer.

Then slot the lens into the recess at the edge 
of the outer starboard edge of the saucer as 
shown. This will be secured at a later stage.

Place the deck panel assembly on the edge of the lower saucer 
as shown, so that it overlaps the corresponding deck panel on 
the upper saucer. Then secure the assembly with two FM screws. 

When you are happy with the placement of 
the panel, push the escape pod screw cover 
(86E) into position to hide the exposed screw.

86B

86F

86F

58E

58E

86E

86A

84A

FM

FM



STEP 

D

LIGHTING UP A BANK OF BATTLE SECTION WINDOWS

16

BP BP

BP

BP

BP

BP

86G

86H

80F

Return to your battle section middle  
panel assembly and cover the previously 
installed windows with battle section 
middle reflector right (86G). Slot both 
bulbs from the battle section middle  
lights (86H) into the reflector as shown  
and secure it with six BP screws. 

Test that the lights  
are working correctly  
by briefly plugging  
them into a vacant 
“A” socket on saucer  
PCB 3 (57B) and 
flipping the saucer 
switch to “ON.”

80F

57B

86H



STEP 

E

BUILDING UP THE BATTLE SECTION

17

Retrieve your battle section upper 
bracket (62E, last used in stage 
79) and unscrew the four FM 
screws that secure the battle 
section PCB (61G).

Now retrieve your nacelle pylon assembly, last 
used in stage 74. Position the battle section 
upper bracket on the battle section rear (70E), 
threading both sets of battle section rear lights 
(71E, 74H) and the navigation lights (74G) 
through the skeleton as shown. Then secure  
the assemblies with two DP screws. 

FM
FM

FM

62E

62E

DP

DP

70E

74G 74H

71E

61G

FM



STEP 

F

BUILDING UP THE BATTLE SECTION

18

Take the battle section middle assembly and thread its various lights (81E, 
84G, 86H) through the battle section upper bracket (62E) as shown.

Position the battle section middle assembly on the battle section upper bracket (62E) as shown. Then secure  
it with eight DP screws and four CP screws, taking care not to trap any of the cables as you do so. 

62E

CP

CP
CP

CP

DP

DP

DP

DP

DP

DP

DP

DP

80F

86H81E

84G



STEP 

G

RECONNECTING THE BATTLE SECTION PCB

19

First, return the battle section PCB (61G) to its former position  
on the battle section upper bracket (62E) using four FM screws. 

Then, plug the three sets of lights from the nacelle pylon assembly (71E, 74H, 74G) and the three sets of lights from the 
battle section middle assembly (81E, 84G, 86H) into the battle section PCB as shown. Stage 86 is now complete.

FM

FM

61G

62E

86H

74G

74H

71E

81E

84G

FM

FM

WORKING WITH  
PLUGS AND THE PR INTED  

C IRCUIT  BOARDS

Before plugging cables into any of the  
PCBs, always check that the pins in the 
sockets are aligned with the pinholes in  
the plugs. Forcing a plug into a socket  

with misaligned pins could damage both 
parts and stop the lights from working.

KNOW YOUR SCREWS!

Screws with codes ending in ‘M’ (such  
as BM and CM) are for driving into metal.  

Those with codes ending in ‘P’ (such as  
BP and CP) are for driving into plastic. 

To keep screws for metal from jamming 
before they are fully tightened, drive each 

screw only halfway in at first. Then unscrew  
it to release the swarf (shavings) created as 
the screw cuts its thread. Discard the swarf, 

then drive the screw fully into the hole. 



                 

               

FOR CO-WRITER FRED BRONSON,  

‘The Game’ had its origins in “the fact 

that I had a Tetris game on my computer  

at home… and it was very addictive.” For 

Michael Piller, meanwhile, it “started out  

as an idea that [pre-production associate] 

Eric Stillwell was talking about: conquering 

through entertainment.” Quoted in Gross 

and Altman’s 1995 book Captains’ Logs, 

executive story editor Ronald D. Moore 

summarized: “Many writers had taken 

many approaches to the story, including 

two drafts that were abandoned.” 

So, when staff writer Brannon Braga  

was instructed to take the story in hand,  

5.6

October 28, 1991

Susan Sackett & Fred Bronson 

and Brannon Braga 

Brannon Braga

Corey Allen

Wil Wheaton (Wesley Crusher),  

Ashley Judd (Robin Lefler), 

Katherine Moffat (Etana),  

Colm Meaney (Miles O’Brien), 

Patti Yasutake (Alyssa Ogawa)

Wesley Crusher’s return to  

the Enterprise coincides with 

the arrival of an irresistably 

addictive game on the ship.

Episode

Premiere

Story by

 

Teleplay by

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

 

T H E  G A M E

Wil Wheaton’s first season five appearance is equally well 
remembered for his fellow guest star, Ashley Judd.

The Ktarian game devices were made by 
property master Jim Mees out of telephone 
headsets. This one is worn by co-star Diane 
M. Hurley, the mother of pop star Anastacia.

EPISODE GUIDE
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it was a make-or-break moment for the 

concept. By this stage, it was understood 

that former series regular Wil Wheaton 

would be available for guest slots in season 

five, and so Braga conceived it as a Wesley 

Crusher vehicle first and foremost. By his 

own admission, Braga’s first draft “didn’t 

work at all,” and it was only when he opted 

to make the story a two-hander between 

Wesley and Ensign Robin Lefler that ‘The 

Game’ was properly afoot.

ROBIN RETURNS

Lefler, played by future movie star Ashley 

Judd, had first appeared in ‘Darmok,’ in a 

small role originally scripted for Lieutenant 

Larson (as played by Saxon Trainor in ‘The 

Nth Degree’). Judd’s performance caught 

everybody’s eye, and so the writing staff 

was encouraged to bring her back at the 

earliest opportunity. Braga then realized  

she would be perfect as a love interest for 

Cadet Crusher, whom he wanted to show 

as having matured since leaving the ship  

for Starfleet Academy during season four.

“It was a challenge to make Wesley  

a little hipper,” Braga told The Official STAR 

TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION Magazine  

in April 1993. “He always came across as 

wholesome. I always liked Wesley, but now 

that he was at the Academy, I wanted to 

mention that he was getting into mischief 

and… interested in Robin. I wanted to keep 

his brightness, but also give his character  

an edge. I just made him a little more savvy.  

I think Wil Wheaton appreciated that.”

ALL IN THE GAME

Over the years, various cast and crew have 

shared their memories of ‘The Game.’ Brent 

Spiner’s abiding recollection is of having to 

go to E.R. after hitting his chin in the scene 

where Data is deactivated and falls stiffly on 

to a biobed. Wil Wheaton—more happily— 

has recalled that he was Ashley Judd’s first 

screen kiss. For makeup supervisor Michael 

Westmore, it is pursuing the glamourous 

Ktarian, Etana, around a Risian hotel room 

set that most sticks in the mind.

“I decided to give her a set of long, 

glamorous fingernails, and spent a long 

time painting and airbrushing them in hot 

colors,” he told the STAR TREK: THE NEXT 

GENERATION Makeup FX Journal in 1992. 

“Unfortunately, we decided to glue them 

on with a temporary nail glue, and they 

kept popping off. During her scene with 

Riker, she spent a lot of time grabbing and 

chasing him around, so we had to follow 

her around the set, retrieving the nails  

and then gluing them back on!”

Braga’s lasting memory, meanwhile,  

is of how much fun he had while writing  

the episode, which was not diminished by  

the lukewarm critical reaction it received. 

“For those who didn’t like it,” he told The 

Official STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION 

Magazine, “take a good, close look at your 

hearts, and maybe lighten up a little!” 

Katherine Moffat (Etana) went on to appear 
as a Bajoran in STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE.

           A couple of light years can’t  
 keep good friends apart.  

Wesley Crusher to Robin Lefler

Extra makeup was needed to hide Brent Spiner’s chin injury during his corridor scene with Wil Wheaton.

THE GAME

21



                 

               

THERE WAS RARELY A TIME IN  

TNG’s first five years when the idea of 

bringing back Spock was not bubbling away 

somewhere within the production team. As 

early as 1987, Dorothy Fontana and Herb  

J. Wright (then associate producer and co- 

producer respectively) pitched a Spock-on-

Romulus story, complete with the death of 

Sarek (albeit a Romulan ruse), only for Gene 

Roddenberry to reject the concept outright. 

Recalling the pitch in TV Zone in February 

1994, Fontana said: “Sarek had gone to 

Romulus to try and effect some kind of 

agreement with the Romulans [when] the 

message came back that Sarek has died.

5.7

November 4, 1991

Rick Berman and Michael Piller 

Jeri Taylor

Les Landau

Leonard Nimoy (Spock), Mark 

Lenard (Sarek), Joanna Miles 

(Perrin), Stephen Root (K’Vada), 

Graham Jarvis (Klim Dokachin), 

Malachi Throne (Pardek), Norman 

Large (Neral), Daniel Roebuck 

(Romulan civilian), Erick Avari 

(B’iJik), Karen Hensel (Brackett)

Picard and Data go undercover 

on Romulus in search of missing 

Federation ambassador Spock.

Episode

Premiere

Story by

Teleplay by

Directed by 

Guest stars

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Synopsis 

 

U N I F I C A T I O N  I

Leonard Nimoy’s long journey to TNG is prefaced  
by a final farewell to Mark Lenard’s Sarek. 

As Klim Dokachin, Graham Jarvis was TNG’s 
second and final named Zakdorn, after Sirna 
Kolrami in season two’s ‘Peak Performance.’

EPISODE GUIDE
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“Spock comes aboard the Enterprise to 

go get his father’s body and bring it back  

to Vulcan for the traditional burial. When 

they get to Romulus, they are told that 

Sarek’s body has been cremated, which is  

an absolute Vulcan ‘no-no.’ 

“Of course, Spock is upset by this, and 

then gets a voice in his mind. It sounds like 

Sarek saying ‘I am not dead.’ The whole 

thing had been a trick by the Romulans to 

get a starship there... They have a deal with 

the Ferengi... and the Enterprise becomes  

the key piece in the bargain.”

After this, season two executive story 

editor Tracy Tormé worked up an unrelated 

story, ‘Return to Forever,’ which would have 

served as a sequel to THE ORIGINAL SERIES’ 

‘The City on the Edge of Forever.’ In Tormé’s 

August 1988 outline, the younger Spock of 

THE ORIGINAL SERIES journeys through the 

temporal gateway known as the Guardian 

of Forever and meets his older self on board 

the Enterprise-D. Together, they save the 

ship from a destructive alien being, before 

the older Vulcan blocks his younger self’s 

memory of the experience and returns him 

to his own time through the Guardian. 

‘Return to Forever’ was not pursued for 

various reasons, but chief among them  

was the then-insurmountable challenge of 

repurposing footage from THE ORIGINAL 

SERIES to incorporate the younger Spock 

into the 24th century.

MOVIE MOMENT

By season three, it was largely accepted  

that Leonard Nimoy could not be tempted 

back to television, regardless of the story 

pitch, and that Spock’s legacy could instead 

be honored via his father, Sarek. Actor  

Mark Lenard was happy to reprise the role 

for a guest appearance and, after much 

debate (see issue 14), an emotional name- 

check for Spock at the climax of ‘Sarek’ 

gave dramatic meaning to the more  

famous Vulcan’s absence. This poignant  

but ultimately teasing moment could have 

been the end of Spock’s overlap with TNG, 

were it not for the final flight of the U.S.S. 

Enterprise NCC-1701-A.

In May 1990, the then-chairman of 

Paramount Pictures, Frank Mancuso, Sr., 

approached Nimoy to develop the storyline 

for what would become STAR TREK VI: THE 

UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY. Well aware that 

a new film could give a boost to STAR TREK 

on TV and vice versa, Mancuso asked Nimoy 

to weave some elements of TNG into the 

movie, and to consider ways in which the 

film’s themes could cross over to the small 

screen—not only to promote its launch, but 

also to mark TREK’s 25th anniversary. Nimoy 

proved receptive to the idea, and so he and 

writer/director Nicholas Meyer met with TNG 

executive producer Rick Berman to explore 

the options. The results included a cameo in 

the movie for Michael Dorn (as one of Worf’s 

ancestors) and a promise that Nimoy would 

make time for five days’ filming on TNG.

THE ROAD TO ROMULUS

With principal photography for each 

episode usually stretching to seven days, 

Nimoy’s guest spot was initially mooted as  

a single hour of TNG, but the significance  

of the crossover and the breadth of the 

storyline agreed on soon saw it expand to 

become the show’s first mid-season two- 

parter, with Spock’s appearances limited 

mostly to the second half. Berman and 

fellow showrunner Michael Piller had 

landed on the concept of Romulo-Vulcan 

reunification as a timely tie-in with THE 

UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY’s themes of 

Glasnost and post-Soviet reconstruction,  

but it was Nimoy himself who had the  

final say on the story’s direction.

            He didn’t even say goodbye  
   to his father before he left.  

Perrin, about Spock

Les Landau directs Mark Lenard. The pair had previously worked together on season three’s ‘Sarek.’
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The mystery ship encountered in Surplus Depot Z15 was an extensive modification of the Husnock warship model, built for ‘The Survivors’ in season three. Other 
miniatures that can be glimpsed in these scenes include concept versions of the U.S.S. Excelsior and Spacedock built for STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK.

Patrick Stewart’s Romulan makeup test. Without a wig, the upper edge of the prosthetic is clearly visible.

“Mike and I spent a lot of time kicking 

things around,” Berman told Cinefantastique 

in October 1992. “Finally we came back to 

Leonard with an idea he didn’t particularly 

like. We made a big change while we were 

talking about it in the room and he loved 

it.” Picking up the story in Captains’ Logs by 

Edward Gross and Mark A. Altman (1995), 

he added: “The fix had to do with the idea 

that the unification of Vulcan and Romulan 

societies was something that Spock realized 

was happening, and had been happening  

for centuries [and] the idea of him staying 

behind to continue that process… It became 

more of a show that dealt with a peaceable 

as opposed to a warlike element, and 

Leonard felt strongly about that.”

SAREK’S SEND-OFF

With Spock’s screen-time largely confined  

to ‘Unification II,’ the first half of the story  

is as much a sequel to ‘Sarek’ as it is the 

beginning of something new. That episode 

had, unknowingly, laid the groundwork  

for this one—providing a link between 

Picard and Spock, and making the latter’s 

appearance in TNG seem far less forced  

than it might otherwise have been. 
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Left to right: Guest actors in ‘Unification I’ include Karen Hensel (Admiral Brackett), later seen as a Bajoran in STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE; Erick Avari (B’iJik), who 
also played a Bajoran in DEEP SPACE NINE, plus a Novan in STAR TREK: ENTERPRISE; Norman Large (Neral), who returned as a Cairn in season seven of TNG before 
playing a Kobheerian in DEEP SPACE NINE and both a Kazon and an Ocampa in STAR TREK: VOYAGER; and Malachi Throne (Pardek), who provided a Talosian voice 
for the original 1964 STAR TREK pilot episode, ‘The Cage,’ before playing Commodore Mendez in THE ORIGINAL SERIES’ sole two-parter, ‘The Menagerie’ in 1966.

Revisiting Sarek in his final hours not only 

reminded viewers of that link, but also 

provided closure for a character introduced 

in 1967 and last seen facing an uncertain 

future as a shadow of his former self. Mark 

Lenard agreed to return for the one scene 

after reading it and being reminded of King 

Lear. But he was not sent a complete copy  

of the top-secret script, and later revealed 

that he only learned that his character died 

when he saw the finished episode.

For Berman and Piller, the decision to 

show Sarek’s suffering before granting him 

peace was directly influenced by their recent 

dealings with Gene Roddenberry, whom 

they realized was nearing the end of his life. 

“Essentially Sarek was Roddenberry,” Piller 

admitted later on. “A character who was 

greatly venerated and respected but was 

having grave health problems.” Though 

Roddenberry lived long enough to see an 

advanced screening of THE UNDISCOVERED 

COUNTRY on October 22, 1991, he died 

less than 48 hours later—and just 10 days  

before the TV premiere of ‘Unification I.’  

In tribute to the STAR TREK creator, both 

‘Unification I’ and ‘Unification II’ include 

memorial title cards before their opening 

teaser sequences, simply reading “Gene 

Roddenberry 1921–1991.”

TAP-DANCING TAYLOR

Having hoped to write both halves of the 

two-parter, Piller and Berman soon found  

the demands on their time too great. And 

so, Piller committed solely to ‘Unification II,’ 

while supervising producer Jeri Taylor took 

charge of part one based on their outline.

“I felt very complimented that the project, 

which was so important, was entrusted to 

me,” Taylor revealed to Cinefantastique  

in October 1992. “[Michael] and Rick had 

worked out the story for both episodes 

and I fleshed it out in our script-breaking 

process... The challenge was to tap-dance 

well enough to sustain interest, even though 

this highly anticipated character was not 

there. I was really pleased with how the 

episode turned out.”

BROUGHT TO BOOK

On top of the teleplay for ‘Unification I,’ 

Taylor also agreed to write the 240-page 

novelization of the entire two-parter for 

Pocket Books—only the second time a TNG 

story had been novelized after ‘Encounter  

at Farpoint.’ Because Pocket wanted the 

novel to be on sale at the same time as  

the episodes aired, Taylor was given just  

30 days to turn the manuscript around,  

and later recalled: “September 1991 was  

a month I’ll never forget—it was like an 

endless finals week. You live on coffee, 

you’re wired, you shut yourself off from 

family and friends... I had no other life  

but ‘Unification!’”

          Father and son —both proud, 
both stubborn, more alike than either  
  of them were prepared to admit.  

Jean-Luc Picard on Sarek and Spock
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OWING TO LEONARD NIMOY’S  

schedule, ‘Unification II’ was filmed 

immediately before ‘Unification I,’ making it 

the first episode to be shot out of sequence 

since ‘Family’ and ‘Brothers’ at the start of 

season four. Nimoy had hoped that it would 

become the directorial debut of his son, 

Adam, who had just served as an assistant 

to Nicholas Meyer on STAR TREK VI: THE 

UNDISCOVERED COUNTRY, but this did not 

work out. Instead, TNG veteran Cliff Bole 

took the helm, and Adam Nimoy went on 

to direct two episodes in season six.

Speaking to TV Zone magazine in April 

1993, Bole described filming ‘Unification II’ 

5.8

November 11, 1991

Rick Berman and Michael Piller 

Michael Piller

Cliff Bole

Leonard Nimoy (Spock), Denise 

Crosby (Sela), Stephen Root 

(K’Vada), Malachi Throne 

(Pardek), Norman Large  

(Neral), Daniel Roebuck 

(Romulan civilian), William 

Bastiani (Omag), Susan 

Fallender (Romulan woman)

Captain Picard, Spock, and 

Data work together to foil a 

Romulan invasion of Vulcan.
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Synopsis 

 

U N I F I C A T I O N  I I

Spock takes center stage in a landmark episode  
that was little-loved by its key creators.

Vidal Peterson (D’Tan) later played a young 
Cardassian in STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE.
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as “putting five pounds into a one-pound 

bag.” As well as doing his best to maximize 

Nimoy’s five days of filming availability, he 

was required to reintroduce Denise Crosby  

as the half-Romulan Sela, and include a 

Spock-free subplot involving a four-armed 

pianist and a fat Ferengi. “We came to the 

cause knowing what we had to do,” he 

said, and I think it was a decent show.”

Despite feeling the pressures of time  

and budget, Bole remembered his week 

working with Nimoy fondly. “As far as I’m 

concerned, we got along wonderfully,”  

he said. “[As] an accomplished director  

as well [as an actor], he was a great help, 

and he was always there with an idea.”

Writer and showrunner Michael Piller 

also had nothing but praise for Nimoy, 

saying: “He was a great, creative partner  

as an actor to a writer. There were no 

disagreements or hardships during the 

course of that production. He was a real 

trouper and we all seemed to be on the 

same page. I don’t think he would have 

signed on unless he really felt that we  

were doing something of value.”

DIVIDED OPINIONS

Sadly, however, Piller’s evaluation of his  

own contribution to the episode was far 

less complimentary. “It’s no secret I was 

disappointed more by my own work on  

it than anything else,” he admitted to  

Cinefantastique magazine in October 1992. 

“I thought it was a historic opportunity and  

I don’t think we delivered on that potential.  

I remember watching it for the first time  

cut together and saying, ‘This is dark; it’s 

flat; who cares? It’s talky.’” 

He continued: “It was unfortunate that 

we chose to do another political story so 

close to the stuff we had just done on the 

Klingon Empire, [but] it came out of lofty 

goals. It was our feeling that if you’re going 

to bring Spock out of retirement, it should 

be something of cosmic significance and 

the unification of the Romulans and the 

Vulcans really struck me as the appropriate 

story to tell.”

Nimoy himself recalled the episode in  

different ways at different times. In his 

second volume of autobiography, 1995’s  

I Am Spock, he said “I thought the story 

wonderful, especially the final scene.” In  

a July 1999 interview with STAR TREK:  

Denise Crosby makes her third and final appearance as Tasha Yar’s daughter, Sela, in ‘Unification II.’ Crosby 
returned to TNG two years later, to reprise her original role as Tasha in the series finalé, ‘All Good Things....’

Sela

      Your dream  
  of reunification  
       is not dead.  
 It will simply take  
    a different  
         form.  
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STAR TREK's first Vulcan starships are seen, very 
briefly, during 'Unification II.' A single studio model 
(right) was built by Greg Jein to represent all three 
ships seen on screen, following a design by senior 
illustrator and technical consultant Rick Sternbach. 
Sternbach's initial concept (top left) was strongly 
influenced by the Vulcan shuttle Surak, as seen in 
STAR TREK: THE MOTION PICTURE (1979), before  
he began to explore a much more 'alien' direction 
(top right). His subsequent plans for the starship 
(above) describe its distinctive outer ring as an 
"annular warp engine"—a concept that would 
influence the look of other Vulcan ships in STAR 
TREK: ENTERPRISE. Jein's model was not seen  
again in TNG, but did feature in two episodes of  
STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE.
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The Magazine, however, he described his 

appearance as simply “not undignified.” 

Speaking to the similarly titled STAR TREK 

Magazine in March 1996, he went into 

greater detail. “I didn’t think it was fully 

realized dramatically, but I think it was at 

least an intelligent and interesting idea,”  

he said. “I thought it was a very valuable 

and important appearance because the 

audience was very excited about seeing 

it... But was it the most effective use of 

Spock? No.”

LASTING LEGACY

For all the criticisms afforded ‘Unification’ 

by its creators, Nimoy was right about the 

audience excitement. The two-parter gave 

TNG its highest ratings since ‘Encounter  

at Farpoint’ five years earlier, and still fares 

strongly in fan votes and critical appraisals 

of the series overall. In 2020, its reputation 

was further burnished by a belated sequel, 

‘Unification III’ in the third season of STAR 

TREK: DISCOVERY. This episode not only 

featured archive footage from ‘Unification 

II,’ but also proved Spock to be correct in 

his belief that the Romulans and Vulcans 

would eventually embrace reunification.

Overall, the two-parter earned a pair of 

Emmy nominations—recognizing composer 

Dennis McCarthy’s score for part one, and  

production designer Richard James and set 

decorator Jim Mees’ art direction for part 

two. However, neither episode scored a  

win in its respective category. 

Patrick Stewart goes without his Romulan outerwear while rehearsing a canteen scene with Leonard Nimoy.

Leonard Nimoy and Denise Crosby broach the Vulcan/Romulan divide in between takes for 'Unification II.'

Spock

          One can  
begin to reshape  
    the landscape  
 with a single  
      flower.  
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RICK BERMAN WROTE ‘A MATTER  

of Time’ with movie star Robin Williams 

in mind for the main guest role. “He had 

said he wanted to do the show,” Berman 

told Cinefantastique in October 1992, “but 

when [the script] got finished, his wife was 

eight-and-one-half months pregnant, and 

he had just finished Hook and was starting 

something else.” 

Instead, the central role of Berlinghoff 

Rasmussen went to another star name, 

Matt Frewer—then best known for playing 

the faux computer-generated character  

Max Headroom in a variety of TV shows  

and advertisements. “We went through  

5.9

November 18, 1991

Rick Berman 

Paul Lynch

Matt Frewer (Berlinghoff 

Rasmussen), Stefan  

Gierasch (Moseley)

A traveler in a 26th-century 

time machine complicates the 

Enterprise’s efforts to avert a 

planetary catastrophe.
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Synopsis 

 

 

A  M A T T E R  O F  T I M E

This lighthearted guest-star vehicle is also a showcase  
for some serious special effects.

‘A Matter of Time’ introduces Sheila Franklin 
as Ensign Felton. The character is seen at the 
conn in four further fifth season episodes.
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a whole bunch of names of people who 

were interested in doing the show, and  

we picked Matt,” director Paul Lynch told  

TV Zone in February 1994. “We wanted 

someone with a goofy sort of innocence,  

so you don’t quite get what is going on.”

For Berman, the story was inspired by 

“that Mark Twain feeling of what Leonardo 

da Vinci could have done with a calculator,  

or Alexander the Great with a shotgun.” 

Despite his status as executive producer, he 

was still required to put the script through 

several drafts, as Michael Piller recalled in 

Cinefantastique. “Nobody ever just hands  

in a script, not me, not even Rick,” he said, 

adding, “It was a delightful change of pace 

and tone from the darkness of the Spock 

episode. It was just at the right time.”

WINNING WAYS

Beside the Rasmussen storyline, ‘A Matter  

of Time’ is also notable for its planet-in-peril 

B-plot, the effects for which earned TNG  

its first visual effects Emmy Award, shared 

jointly with ‘Conundrum’ (see next issue).

In the key effects sequence, the Enterprise 

draws harmful electrostatic energy from the 

atmosphere of Penthara IV and disperses it 

into space. The complex scene was closely 

thought out by visual effects supervisor Dan 

Curry, who described its creation in his 2020 

book, STAR TREK: The Artistry of Dan Curry.

“I wanted to make it look as if the 

atmosphere was swirling around, and then 

being sucked up in a plume and dispersed 

into space by the Enterprise,” he wrote. 

“Working closely with my friend and 

colleague, VFX coordinator Ron B. Moore, 

we set up a vat of liquid nitrogen lined with 

black velvet, and started to look for ways  

of making it move. 

“We discovered that if we swatted the 

liquid nitrogen with cardboard, or shot  

a quick blast of air from a compressor into  

it, the heavier-than-air vapor would billow  

out, and then fall back on itself in waves 

that looked like atmospheric tsunamis. We 

could also force the liquid nitrogen clouds 

up through a hole in a black matte board to 

create concentric circles radiating outward.  

If we used a vacuum cleaner to suck the 

vapors up out of the vat, it created a 

spectacular plume before being drawn  

back by the forces of gravity.

“In the edit bay… we played the 

radiating circles in reverse to make it look  

as if they were drawn toward the center, 

rather than expanding. Appropriately, the 

shot with the vacuum cleaner was used for 

the shot when the Enterprise sucked the 

toxic atmosphere away from the planet.”

He concluded: “One thing about the  

Emmys is that they only list so many names. 

But, in reality, the award was for all of the 

visual effects artists who contributed to  

‘A Matter of Time.’”

      Everyone dies, captain!  
          It’s just a question of when.  

Berlinghoff Rasmussen

Excerpts from Dan Curry’s extensive storyboards for the Emmy Award-winning VFX sequence. “This is a sequence that really sticks in my memory,” he recounts in his book.

Rick Sternbach’s concept for Rasmussen’s  
time-pod, designed as a redress of the  

full-size alien shuttle prop built  
during season three.
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